The Lionesses player I find inspirational is:

I find this Lionesses player inspirational because......
(add key words)

Facts about my inspirational Lionesses player (e.g. where was she born, where she lives, how old she is, her achievements)

INTRODUCTION Introduce your inspirational Lionesses player to the reader, using 1 or 2 facts you have found out. Explain what your article is about.

MIDDLE SECTION Use this part of the article to help the reader get to know the Lionesses player you find inspiring. Use the facts you have found to help. State what you find inspiring about her, use the words you noted above to help.

END PARAGRAPH Write a short paragraph to finish the article. Make a powerful statement about the Lioness you think is inspiring.

USING A PICTURE You can add a picture of your inspirational Lionesses player to make your article eye-catching. Write a statement under the photo describing what it shows.

WRITING A HEADLINE Make the title of your article eye-catching. Make readers want to read your article!